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Mining Redescriptions with Siren

Esther Galbrun, Inria Nancy – Grand Est
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In many areas of science, scientists need to find distinct common characterizations of the same objects and, vice versa, to identify sets of objects that admit multiple shared descriptions. For example, in biology, an important task is to identify the bioclimatic constraints that allow some species to survive, that is, to describe geographical regions both in terms of the fauna that inhabits them and of their bioclimatic conditions. In data analysis, the task of automatically generating such alternative characterizations is called redescription mining.

If a domain expert wants to use redescription mining in his research, merely being able to find redescriptions is not enough. He must also be able to understand the redescriptions found, adjust them to better match his domain knowledge, test alternative hypotheses with them, and guide the mining process towards results he considers interesting. To facilitate these goals, we introduce Siren, an interactive tool for mining and visualizing redescriptions.

Siren allows to obtain redescriptions in an anytime fashion through efficient, distributed mining, to examine the results in various linked visualizations, to interact with the results either directly or via the visualizations, and to guide the mining algorithm toward specific redescriptions. In this paper, we explain the features of Siren and why they are useful for redescription mining. We also propose two novel redescription mining algorithms that improve the generalizability of the results compared to the existing ones.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This paper presents Siren, a tool for exploratory, interactive, and visual redescription mining, as well as two new algorithms for mining the redescriptions.1

To support the interactive exploration of data using redescriptions, Siren provides multiple state-of-the-art techniques, including, but not limited to, anytime mining algorithms, multiple linked interactive visualizations, and significance testing. Redescriptions have not been visualized earlier, and hence we had to develop new visualizations for them. In particular, we based our visualizations on the parallel coordinates plots and

1Siren source code and packages for Linux, MS Windows, and Mac OS are available from http://siren.gforge.inria.fr/main/.
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decision tree diagrams. We give a formal definition of redescription mining in Section 3 and describe the features of Siren and the different visualizations in-depth in Section 4.

The two new algorithms we present are both based on decision tree induction, and are presented in Section 5. Section 6 contains an experimental evaluation assessing the quality of the proposed tree-based algorithms, comparing our algorithms’ capability of finding redescriptions that generalize to unseen data, and studying the ability of the mining processes to scale and to parallelize. Section 7 provides an outline of work on interactive pattern mining, both retrospective and prospective.

This work is partially based on, and significantly extends, our earlier publications [Galbrun and Miettinen 2012a; 2012c; 2014; Zinchenko et al. 2015]. In short, the main contributions of this paper are as follows: i) we present Siren in a consolidated and coherent way, including a thorough discussion about the interactive mining process, ii) we present a framework for parallel computation to support this process and study its efficiency, iii) we present new tree-based algorithms for redescription mining, extending the presentation of Zinchenko et al. [2015], and iv) we evaluate the algorithms implemented in Siren for both their scalability in parallel workloads and for the predictive power of the redescriptions returned by them.

But to begin, we would like to give the reader a first taste of what the matter of the discussion is. To do so, in the following section we introduce the main concepts of the data analysis task and present the workflow for carrying out exploratory redescription mining using Siren informally, by means of an example use case.

2. PROLOGUE: FINDING BIOCLIMATIC NICHES

Let us now walk through a typical use case scenario of Siren. Our example application is bioclimatic niche-finding: The bioclimatic niche, or envelope, of a species is defined by a set of constraints on the bioclimatic conditions that need to be satisfied for the species to survive [Grinnell 1917]. Naturally, knowing the species’ niches is important, as it can, for example, help to predict the consequences of global warming [Pearson and Dawson 2003].

In this use case scenario, our task is to automatically find the niches of European mammal species (or groups thereof). Our data describes, on one hand, the presence and absence of various mammal species in a (rough) grid of fifty-by-fifty kilometer squares over Europe. On the other hand, we have data on bioclimatic variables (monthly minimum, maximum, and average temperatures and rainfall) over the same grid.

Note that these datasets characterize the same entities over two different sets of variables, that is, the spatial areas of Europe are characterized by Boolean variables representing mammal species on one hand, and by real-valued variables representing monthly climate statistics on the other hand. From now on, we refer to the species data as the left-hand side and the bioclimatic data as the right-hand side data.

Our aim when analysing this data is to characterize the habitat of certain species with a climatic profile. That is, we want to identify spatial areas that constitute the habitat of a species or group of species while also sharing a specific climatic profile. The species or group of species that inhabits the area of interest constitutes a query over the first set of variables, while the climatic pattern constitutes a query over the second set of variables. Thus, they provide alternative descriptions for the same set of entities. We call such a pair of queries a redescription.

In the optimal scenario, we would like to find perfect redescriptions: cases where the habitat of the group of species (the support of the first query) matches perfectly with the areas where the considered climate prevails (the support of the second query). However, due to a variety of reasons – such as missing sightings, erroneous climate records, or the impact of external factors on species distribution – mismatches might occur. Hence, rather than look for perfect matches, we would like to find pairs of queries such that
their supports are as similar as possible and measure the similarity of the supports using the Jaccard coefficient. Given two sets, this coefficient takes a value between 0 and 1, with higher values meaning that the sets are more similar.

We start by loading the data into Siren from a pair of CSV-formatted files (one file for the species dataset and one for the bioclimatic dataset). Once the data is loaded into the interface, we can view the list of entities, as well as the lists of variables for each side respectively (see Figure 1).

The most natural next step is to start mining redescriptions. Siren provides a GUI for selecting the algorithm to be used and setting its parameters. The actual mining is conducted in the background, and works in an anytime [Dean and Boddy 1988] fashion: As soon as the first redescriptions are obtained, they start appearing in the list. More and more results continue to be added as they are found, until the mining process completes or is stopped.

While the mining process runs in the background, the user can start examining the redescriptions obtained so far (see Figure 2). In addition to the queries constituting the redescription, the listing shows a few measures including the Jaccard coefficient (J),
indicating the accuracy of the redescription, and the number of entities for which both queries are true ($E_{1,1}$), i.e., the support of the redescription.

For instance, one of the redescriptions listed consists of the following two queries:

\[
q_L = \text{common shrew} \land \neg \text{Etruscan shrew}
\]
\[
q_R = [t2 + \leq 7.2] \land [14.0 \leq t7 +]
\]

This redescription indicates that the areas inhabited by the common shrew but not by the Etruscan shrew are typically areas where the maximum temperature reaches at most 7.2 °C in February and at least 14.0 °C in July. Having a Jaccard coefficient of $J = 0.791$, this is a rather accurate redescription.

But is this result intuitive? As the data points are associated with geographical areas, Siren can visualize the redescription over a map, as shown in Figure 3 (right). Areas where the left-hand side query $q_L$ holds true but the right-hand side query $q_R$ does not are those areas inhabited by the common shrew but not by the Etruscan shrew and where the maximum temperature in February or July is outside the specified range. They are denoted as $E_{1,0}$ and drawn in red. Similarly, areas where the left-hand side query $q_L$ does not hold true but the right-hand side query $q_R$ does are denoted as $E_{0,1}$ and drawn in blue. Areas where both queries hold, denoted as $E_{1,1}$, are drawn in purple.

This way, we easily notice that most of the mismatches consist of areas where the specified climate prevails but the records of species do not conform (areas belonging to $E_{0,1}$, in blue), located mainly across Romania and the north-east of France.

The map-based visualization is a great way to understand where the queries $q_R$ and $q_L$ hold (and do not hold). However, it does not tell us why they hold (or do not). To that
Fig. 4. Interactively editing a redescription through the visualizations. Areas selected on the map are highlighted across visualizations. Using the parallel coordinates plot (center), the bound of a variable is adjusted. The map for the recomputed redescription (right) can be compared to the original one (left).

end, we can use the parallel coordinates visualization, as shown in Figure 3 (left). In parallel coordinates, the data points (in this case grid areas) are represented by lines going through a series of parallel vertical axes, one for each condition appearing in the queries. The position where a line crosses an axis indicates the value of the associated variable for the corresponding area. On each axis, a grey box represents the range of values of the variable that satisfy the specified conditions. An extra axis separates the two sides and shows the support of the queries. The same color code is used as with the map. In addition, grey lines represent areas that do not support either query ($E_{0,0}$).

Merely seeing the same redescription visualized in two different ways – over a map and using parallel coordinates – is not all that helpful, however. To benefit from the different visualizations, we need a way to connect the displayed information across visualizations. To do this, Siren supports a brush-and-link workflow [Heer and Shneiderman 2012]: By selecting an area on the map, we can highlight the corresponding line in the parallel coordinates plot and inspect the values taken by the variables at play in this particular location. For instance, upon selecting a few blue areas in eastern France from the map shown on the left-hand side of Figure 4, the corresponding lines get highlighted in yellow in the parallel coordinates plot shown in the middle of Figure 4. We can then see that the common shrew does not inhabit this area, which is why the left-hand side does not hold. On the other hand, the line crosses the axes associated to the temperatures within their respective specified ranges, so that the right-hand side query does hold.

We can also see from the parallel coordinates that February’s maximum temperature in this area is close to the top of the specified range. Hence, we could change the query
by lowering the upper bound for February’s maximum temperature, although this would
also affect many areas where the query currently holds. Still, we can edit the query
simply by dragging the top of the grey box for \( t^2 + \) down to, say, 6.18 degrees Celsius.
The queries, plots, and statistics are immediately updated to reflect the change, the
resulting map is shown on the right-hand side of Figure 4. We notice that, as a result
of the edit, most of southern England no longer match the climate profile, so that the
number of areas supporting the queries decreases from 1301 to 1200 and the accuracy
drops from 0.791 to 0.758. So, it is best that we revert to the original redescription.

Let us now consider a more complex redescription:

\[
q_L = (\text{Kuhl’s pipistrelle} \land \neg \text{Alpine marmot}) \\
\lor (\neg \text{Kuhl’s pipistrelle} \land \text{house mouse} \land \neg \text{common shrew})
\]

We can use the parallel coordinates to visualize this redescription as well, but the
alternating conjunctions and disjunctions make the parallel coordinates harder to
interpret. Instead, we can plot it as a pair of decision trees as shown on the left-hand
side of Figure 5. Looking at the query \( q_R \), the root splits the entities into two sets,
depending on whether March’s maximum temperature is below or above 11.05 °C. But
when it is below (top right branch in the figure), only very few areas contribute to \( E_{1,1} \).
Indeed, there are only few purple lines coming out of that leaf. Consequently, we could
consider removing the top branch, leaving only

\[
q_R = [11.05 \leq t_3 + ] \land [-3.95 \leq t_2 - ]
\]
as the right-hand side query. Indeed, if we do so by clicking on the branch, the accuracy drops from 0.691 to 0.665 but the query is much simpler. The simplified tree diagram is shown on the right-hand side of Figure 5.

Now, we would be interested in finding redescriptions involving a particular species, namely the southwestern water vole. We can do so simply by selecting the chosen variable and letting the algorithm automatically extend it into redescriptions. For instance, the best extension we obtain has an accuracy of $J = 0.647$:

$$q_L = \text{southwestern water vole} \lor \text{Savi's pine vole} \lor \text{Mediterranean monk seal}$$

$$q_R = [11.2 \leq t_3 + ] \land [0.51 \leq t_1 \sim \leq 11.333] \land [50.556 \leq p_{11} \sim \leq 176.75]$$

We can also expand the redescription only on one side, say, expanding only the query over the bioclimatic variables, or forbid disjunctions from being used in the query over species, for instance. Further, Siren lets us disable some variables, to prevent them from appearing in the queries.

After the mining process has returned a number of redescriptions, and possibly completed, some of these results might cover approximately the same areas, even if they have somewhat different sets of variables. It can be useful to filter redundant redescriptions, to remove redescriptions that do not convey substantially new information. We can either select a redescription and ask Siren to filter out all redescriptions that are redundant with respect to it, or we can let the algorithm go through the whole list of redescriptions to filter out all redescriptions that are redundant with respect to some earlier-encountered (i.e. better) redescription.

For instance, the results returned during the extensions mentioned previously may contain many redundant redescriptions found at different steps. We can easily sort them, e.g. by accuracy, select one of interest and filter out all the following results that are redundant with respect to it.

Having filtered, visualized, edited, and refined the redescriptions, we can save those we short-listed, together with the data and parameters into a dedicated file, making it handy to continue the analysis later on. Alternatively, we can also export the list of redescriptions and save our favorite plots in publication-ready formats.

3. REDESCRIPTION MINING

Our aim here is to present the Siren interface and discuss its interactive and visual features. However, since Siren is a tool dedicated to redescription mining, some background about this data mining task is in order, before delving into a more systematic and detailed discussion of the features of our system.

3.1. Previous Work on Redescription Mining and Related Methods

The problem of mining redescriptions was introduced by Ramakrishnan et al. [2004]. They proposed an algorithm called CARTwheels based on decision trees, with an alternating approach to grow decision trees from which redescriptions are then extracted (see also Kumar [2007]).

Apart from decision trees, algorithms have been proposed for Boolean redescription mining, based on approaches including co-clusters [Parida and Ramakrishnan 2005], and frequent itemsets [Gallo et al. 2008].

Algorithms employing heuristics to produce pairs of queries that are almost equivalent on the given dataset were presented by Gallo et al. [2008]. Theses algorithms rely
on different strategies to prune the search space. By means of an efficient on-the-fly discretization, such heuristics were extended to real-valued data, resulting in the ReReMi algorithm [Galbrun and Miettinen 2012b].

The main feature of redescriptions is their ability to describe data from different points of view, i.e. their “multi-view” aspect. A similar approach is taken by some other methods such as multi-label classification [Tsoumakas et al. 2010], emerging patterns [Novak et al. 2009], and subgroup discovery [Umek et al. 2009] to name a few (see Galbrun and Miettinen [2012b] for more details). The main differences between redescription mining and these methods are that redescription mining aims to find multiple descriptions simultaneously for a subset of entities which is not specified a priori, that it selects only relevant variables from a potentially large number, and that it is symmetric, in the sense that it considers both sides of the data similarly.

3.2. Concepts and Definitions

The input of redescription mining consists of entities with two sets of characterizing variables, thus forming a dataset with two sides.

Throughout this paper, we refer to the two sides as the left- and right-hand sides. We represent the data using two matrices $D_L$ and $D_R$ over two sets of variables, $V_L$ and $V_R$, respectively. The set of entities characterized by the two sides is denoted by $E$, hence both matrices have $|E|$ rows. The value of $D_L(i, j)$ is the value of variable $v_j \in V_L$ for entity $e_i \in E$.

If $v \in V$ is Boolean, we interpret the column corresponding to it as a truth value assignment for $e \in E$ in a natural way. For categorical and real-valued variables, truth value assignments are induced by relations $v = c$ and $[a \leq v \leq b]$, respectively, where $c$ is some category and $[a, b]$ is an interval. These truth assignments and their negations constitute literals which can be combined using the Boolean operators $\land$ (and) and $\lor$ (or) to form queries. Then, a redescription is simply a pair of queries over variables from the two sets.

The support of a query $q$ is the subset of entities for which the query holds true, that is, $\text{supp}(q) = \{e \in E : q \text{ is true for } e\}$. We refer to the two sets of variables informally as left- and right-hand side data, and the queries over them as left- and right-hand side queries, denoted as $q_L$ and $q_R$, respectively. Then, a redescription is simply a pair of queries over variables from the two sets, $R = (q_L, q_R)$. We denote as $E_{1,1}$ the set of entities for which both queries hold, which we also call the support of the redescription. We further denote as $E_{1,0}$ the set of entities for which only the left-hand side query holds (i.e. $E_{1,0} = \text{supp}(q_L) - \text{supp}(q_R)$), $E_{0,1}$ those for which only the right-hand side query holds, and $E_{0,0}$ those for which neither of the queries hold.

The main quality of a redescription is the similarity of the supports of its two queries, also called its accuracy. The Jaccard similarity coefficient is the measure of choice to evaluate the accuracy of redescriptions, being at once simple, symmetric, and intuitive. It is defined as follows:

$$J(R) = J(q_L, q_R) = \frac{|\text{supp}(q_L) \cap \text{supp}(q_R)|}{|\text{supp}(q_L) \cup \text{supp}(q_R)|} = \frac{|E_{1,1}|}{|E_{1,1}| + |E_{1,0}| + |E_{0,1}|}.$$  

Besides accuracy, several other factors impact the quality of a redescription. For instance, we are not interested in redescriptions which are supported by only a handful of entities or conversely by almost all of them, i.e. redescriptions for which $|E_{1,1}|$ is too small or too large.

Furthermore, redescriptions should be statistically significant. To evaluate the significance of results, we compute a $p$-value that represents the probability that two random queries with marginal probabilities (i.e. the fraction of entities supporting them) equal to those of $q_L$ and $q_R$ have an intersection equal to or larger than $|E_{1,1}|$. This probability
uses the binomial distribution and is given by

\[ p_{valM}(q_L, q_R) = \sum_{s = |E_1|}^{|E|} \binom{|E|}{s} (p_R)^s (1 - p_R)^{|E| - s}, \]

where \( p_R = \frac{|\text{supp}(q_L)|}{|\text{supp}(q_R)|} \). The higher the \( p \)-value, the more likely it is to observe such a support for independent queries, and the less significant the query.

In short, given two data matrices, redescription mining is the task of searching for the best matching pairs of queries, with one query over each of the datasets.

The formulation of redescription mining presented here assumes that the describing variables are partitioned into two sets a priori, and looks for a pair of queries over these two sets. This can be naturally adapted to settings with a single set of describing variables. One might then search for pairs of queries, with the constraint that the two subsets of variables appearing in the queries of any redescription be disjoint. Otherwise, the user can be enabled to interactively determine the split between the variables.

The results of redescription mining, the redescriptions, can be approached from two points of view. On one hand, the variables and conditions appearing in the queries provide valuable information in themselves; on the other hand, the support set of the redescriptions, i.e. the subset of entities where both queries of a redescription hold, forms a particularly coherent group.

When the data is geospatial, that is, the entities are connected to geographical locations, the task is called \textit{geospatial redescription mining}. A meaningful geospatial redescription should define coherent areas using expressive queries.

### 3.3. Application Domains

Finding multiple ways to characterize the same entities, the motivating principle of redescription mining, is a problem that appears in many areas of science.

The task of finding bioclimatic niches, as illustrated in Section 2, is one instance in the field of biology where the goal is to describe geographical regions in terms of both their bioclimatic conditions and the fauna that inhabits them. In bioinformatics, redescription mining has been used to find ways to describe the different isolates of \textit{S. aureus} [Gaidar 2015] as well as to find patterns linking the expression levels of yeast genes during stress tests and the taxonomic categories to which they belong in the Gene Ontology [Ramakrishnan and Zaki 2009].

In political sciences, redescription mining can be used to study the links between people’s socio-economical status and their answers to opinion polls [Galbrun and Miettinen 2016]. On the other hand, exact redescriptions (that is, redescriptions with exact match on the left and right support sets) can be used to reduce the search space in sequential equivalence checking of circuits [Goel et al. 2010].

### 4. THE FEATURES OF SIREN

\textsc{siren} provides a complete environment for redescription mining, from loading the data to finally exporting the results into various formats, through mining, visualizing, and editing the redescriptions. \textsc{siren} allows for a seamless interaction with both mining and visualization, enabling the user to interactively edit the redescriptions and to call the mining algorithm, for instance to extend the current results.

The analysis is — or at least should be — done by a domain expert, as only a domain expert can judge what kind of results are surprising or useful. But to allow the domain expert to perform the data analysis as effectively as possible, the process should be as seamless as possible. Typically, it is unreasonable to assume that the domain experts are proficient on using half a dozen different programs, often with arcane command-line
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interfaces, to deploy the full analysis process. There are two common ways to achieve the desired consistency: either via a workflow integrated into a well-known general-purpose analysis framework, such as R or Matlab, or via a special-purpose tool specifically designed for the task at hand. Siren takes the latter approach, aiming to answer the data analyst’s needs by providing means to interact with the mining algorithm and to visualize and edit the results in an intuitive way within an integrated framework.

To analyse the redescriptions, the ability to visualize their support and the variables involved in the queries is very helpful. That is, visualizing simultaneously the conditions and the support of the queries and how the former affects the latter, as enabled by parallel coordinates plots and tree diagrams, helps understand and interpret the redescriptions. Furthermore, data mining is generally an iterative process, with the results obtained at one step giving rise to hypotheses which will be tested at a further step, and redescription mining is no exception. Providing means to the user to easily interact with the mining process greatly improves the analysis. Therefore, a static display of the results is not enough: the user must also be able to interact with the program. This interaction can be conceptually divided into two sub-phases: interacting with the data mining algorithm and interacting with the resulting visualization. The analysis is an alternation of these two phases, with the user moving back-and-forth between issuing commands to find new results and examining those obtained. We argue that a good interactive data mining tool should support both types of interaction and facilitate the alternation between the different phases.

Below, we discuss the features of the Siren interactive and visual redescription mining tool in a systematic manner. We divide the discussion between visualizing, editing, and interacting, though we emphasize that these goals are not independent. Additional screenshots and videos are available on the tool’s webpage.

**4.1. Visualizing Redescriptions**

The most fundamental goal when designing a tool for visual data analysis is, of course, to have good visualizations. Indeed, visualization is the key to understanding the results of the mining process.

In all visualizations in Siren, colors encode whether an entity belongs to the support of the left-hand side query \( E_{1,0} \), the right-hand side query \( E_{0,1} \), or both \( E_{1,1} \). The colors can be chosen by the user. By default, we use red, blue, and purple, respectively.

2D projections. The simplest among available visualizations are the various projections of the data into the 2D space. Different types of projections have been studied intensively, and Siren provides a number of them, including Karhunen–Loève transform (i.e. PCA), multi-dimensional scaling, and various scatter plots. Figure 6 (left) shows an Isomap embedding [Tenenbaum et al. 2000] of a redescription.

With geospatial redescriptions, a map is the most natural 2D projection, and a very informative one, and Siren is capable of plotting redescriptions over entities with geospatial information on a map. The choice of the map projection might alter the visualization significantly. For example, in Figure 6, the same redescription is plotted on a map using both the familiar Mercator projection (middle) and the Lambert azimuthal equal area projection\(^3\) (right). Notice how the Mercator projection makes the blue area in the Svalbard archipelago look huge compared to the Lambert projection. On the other hand, when the data is from a smaller geographical area, the Mercator projection can provide more natural-looking maps. To allow the user to select the best projection for

\(^2\)http://siren.gforge.inria.fr/main/

\(^3\)Lambert azimuthal equal area projection is the recommended map projection for statistical analysis and display in the EU [Annoni et al. 2004].
the data, Siren supports multiple different projections. Obviously, the map projection is only available for geospatial data. Note that it is the only 2D projection, and more generally the only visualization, with this restriction.

Parallel coordinates plot. With minor enhancements, parallel coordinates plots [Inselberg 2009] are particularly suited for visualizing redescriptions. In such a plot, the entities are represented by lines going through a series of parallel vertical axes, one for each literal appearing in the queries. The position where a line crosses an axis indicates the value of the associated variable for the corresponding entity. For each literal, the range of values that make the truth assignment hold is represented by a grey interval box. An extra axis separates the two sides and registers the support of the queries. Figure 7 shows an example of a parallel coordinates plot. The same color code is used for the entities as with other visualizations. In addition, grey lines represent entities that do not support either query \( E_{0,0} \).

Parallel coordinates plots are particularly suited to show queries that take the form of conjunctions as they best illustrate how constraints on value ranges can be combined to select a set of entities. Recently, Palmas et al. [2014] proposed a method of bundling the edges in the parallel coordinates plots to reduce the clutter. Their technique could also be used in Siren, although the possibility to see a line corresponding to every entity is still important for interaction, as we explain below.

Trees diagram. When the queries contain nested conjunctions and disjunctions, parallel coordinates can become difficult to interpret. Queries that are (or can be transformed into) disjunctive normal form (DNF) can be expressed as a pair of decision forests. While the transformation to DNF can make the query itself look more complex and difficult to interpret, as is the case for example of the queries shown in Figure 8, the decision forests are easy to understand.
Visualizing a decision tree is, of course, a well-known and not overly complicated problem. What makes our setting special, is that instead of one decision tree, we must visualize two decision trees (or forests) that are linked in their leaves. We visualize this linkage by drawing lines between the leaves: a line connects two leaves if the data has an entity for which the corresponding paths in the trees hold true. Not every path in the tree participates in the query – otherwise we would always cover the whole data – and the color of the line encodes this information, using the same color code as in other visualizations. Furthermore, we do not draw the lines to overlap each other, but next to each other. This allows the user to see the volume of entities connecting different leaves, and hence estimate the importance of the corresponding branch: if only very few entities travel to some leaf, the corresponding branch can often be removed from the query. For instance, the tree diagram displayed in Figure 8 helps interpret the corresponding queries, which appeared somewhat intricate at first glance.

Predicted views. As, for example, Heer and Shneiderman [2012] argued, having multiple concurrent visualizations of the same data reinforces their explanatory power. Siren supports the brush-and-link workflow, where several views and the data are coordinated and modifications made to a redescription are reflected immediately on the different views.

For instance, the user can highlight an entity by clicking or hovering over the corresponding line or dot in a view, it will then be highlighted in the other views, allowing to identify it across the different visualizations.
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Siren supports showing the visualizations either in their own windows separate from the main application window, or in a dedicated grid of illustrations in the main application window. The latter option facilitates the presentation of multiple visualizations without having to worry about one visualization hiding parts of other visualizations. As shown in Figure 9, the main window can also be split horizontally into two frames in order to examine at the same time a list of redescriptions and several visualizations.

4.2. Editing the Queries

A redescription can be edited from any visualization by using the text fields under the plot. Thus, the user might adjust the conditions in the queries, add or remove variables, as well as build entirely new redescriptions by hand. Upon editing a query, the plot and the statistics of the redescription are recomputed to account for the modifications. Siren allows for simple editing of the redescriptions thanks to flexible parsing of different representations.

Editing through the visualizations. It is also possible to edit the queries directly from the parallel coordinates plot by dragging the interval boxes to modify the bounds or categories for the variables. For example, in Figure 10, we can simply drag the bottom of the grey box up to exclude some of the blue areas from the support (and, incidentally, some purple areas as well). Of course, this will trigger the re-computation of the statistics of the redescription and the update of all the associated visualizations.

In a tree diagram, the user can modify the query by adding or removing a branch of the decision tree just by clicking on the corresponding leaf. Then, the user may also simplify a query, letting the tool automatically remove variables and branches that no longer affect the query, because they are only involved in tautological constraints, for instance.

4.3. Interacting with the Mining Process

Editing the queries is the most elementary form of redescription mining, as it basically allows to construct patterns manually, without any automation.

Fully automated mining. Obviously, the core of Siren is mining the redescriptions. This can be done fully automatically from the application, which also provides a graphical interface for selecting the mining algorithm and setting its various parameters. However, mining all the redescriptions from a dataset can be a time-consuming task. To avoid extensive waiting times, mining redescriptions in Siren is an asynchronous any-time process, meaning that the user will start seeing results from the mining algorithm as soon as the first (partial) results are ready. The user can start working with and editing these redescriptions while the mining algorithm continues in the background.

Partially automated mining. In between the two extremes of automation lies a mode of partial automation, where the mining algorithm and the analyst collaborate to the construction of results.

For instance, when exploring the data, the user often wants to extend existing redescriptions, either those returned by the algorithm or some queries he has constructed himself, e.g. to test a hypothesis about the data. Siren allows to use an existing redescription as a starting point for the mining process. The user can also decide to let only one side of the redescription be extended. In bioclimatic niche finding, for example, this
can be used to see how good a bioclimatic envelope the algorithm can find for a chosen combination of species.

Like with the fully automated mining, the extensions are computed in an anytime fashion so that the first results are returned almost instantly.

Furthermore, the user may specify a subset of entities that he wants to be emphasized during the mining process. For example, if the user wants to remove some entities (in this case, geographic areas of Svalbard) from the support of the redescription shown in Figure 11, he can highlight them using the polygon selection tool and ask Siren to extend the given redescription on the right-hand side with emphasis on excluding them from the support. In other words, the user can manipulate a redescription both through its queries and through its support.

The user can also disable variables and/or entities so that they will not be used in the mining process. For example, there can be known anomalous areas (e.g. coastal regions or valleys in mountain ranges) that the user might want to exclude, to prevent them from affecting the algorithm. The user can also disable the entities after the mining is done, in which case Siren will automatically update the support and accuracy of all redescriptions.

**Post-processing: Redundancy filtering.** Siren allows automatic filtering of redundant redescriptions. That is, redescriptions that cover approximately the same entities even if they have (somewhat) different sets of variables. The user can select a redescription and ask Siren either to filter out all redescriptions that are redundant with respect to the selected one, or to go through the whole list of redescriptions while filtering out all redescriptions that are redundant with respect to some redescription encountered earlier (and hence consider to be better). Naturally, the decisions made by Siren can be reverted whenever the user wishes to.

**Significance testing and k-fold mining.** Siren provides the user with a powerful set of tools to guide the mining process and to edit the resulting redescriptions. Powerful tools increase the risk that the user tailors the results to match his a priori expectations. Miettinen [2014] has argued that interactive data analysis tools should provide methods to warn the user about potential overfitting. To that end, Siren employs two standard techniques. The first is to consistently compute the p-value, as explained in Section 3.2.

The second is to study how well the redescriptions mined using a particular set of parameters generalize to unseen entities. In k-fold mining, the entities are partitioned into k sets, each of which is left out in turn while the mining algorithm is re-started. The redescriptions found on the training data are re-evaluated over the hold-out data, and their behaviour (e.g. the Jaccard coefficient) is studied. If the Jaccard coefficient is consistently significantly worse in the hold-out data than in the training data, the user can conclude that the parameters used led to overfitting. Siren facilitates such k-fold mining experiments by allowing to easily partition the data, run the algorithm on a selected subset of the data and compare accuracy and support of the results across training and hold-out subsets.
4.4. Implementation details

The main design goals of Siren were platform independence, easy extensibility to new methods (both for mining and visualization), and general responsiveness. The platform independence was obtained using Python and the wxPython\(^4\) open source GUI toolkit together with the matplotlib\(^5\) plotting library to plot the various visualizations. Some visualizations, such as the trees diagrams, maps, and parallel coordinates, use a mixture of off-the-shelf and custom-made parts, while the various 2D-projections use the implementations from the scikit-learn\(^6\) package.

Using Python also allowed easy extensibility: The parent visualization, providing the main interactivity and layout primitives, can be inherited and enriched with refined visualization methods. New 2D-projections are even easier, as they only need to accept a numpy\(^7\) matrix and return the corresponding 2D coordinates; Siren will take care of the plotting and linking. New redescription mining algorithms can also be added with relative ease, especially when they are implemented in Python.

Responsiveness is a crucial part of any interactive data mining system. Here, the use of Python has some drawbacks, as the interpreted Python code is not as fast as native code. Furthermore, the mining itself, and computation of some of the visualizations, especially some 2D-projections, is computationally heavy. Naturally, Siren performs these tasks in background threads, thereby exploiting modern multi-core processors to keep the GUI responsive even during heavy computations.

Siren implements a basic framework for parallel redescription mining. The greedy ReReMi algorithm (see Section 5) grows the redescriptions from initial pairs, which can be computed using multiple threads. For all algorithms currently supported, the initial candidates can also be distributed for growing. A master thread creates at most a chosen number of new threads, each one growing a candidate separately. These threads report back results to the master thread, that appends them to the collected results and filters away redundant ones. A new thread is then launched to grow the next candidate, and so on, until all initial candidates have been processed.

To improve the responsiveness even further, and to allow the mining and exploration of datasets too large to be handled on conventional desktop or laptop computers, Siren can also offload the computations onto external servers. The anytime behaviour of the algorithms in Siren allows the user to launch time-consuming mining operations in a computing server, and start analysing the results soon after, when the first redescriptions return. The server module in Siren is naturally multi-threaded, and utilizes the client–server architecture, enabling it to serve multiple clients simultaneously. The Siren server module can run both from a local computing server (e.g. university) or from a cloud server (e.g. Amazon’s EC2).

Finally, Siren facilitates distributing the results and sharing information. It can handle any data provided in a compatible format. Redescriptions can be exported in easy-to-read format and their visualizations can be readily converted to publication-ready graphics. Data, settings and pre-mined redescriptions can be saved in dedicated archives that can be easily reloaded later on.

5. MINING ALGORITHMS

At the core of Siren, feeding the results to be visualized and interacted with, are the mining algorithms. Currently, Siren supports the greedy ReReMi algorithm and a number of algorithms based on classification and regression trees (CART). In what

---

follows, we will give a quick recap of the ReReMi algorithm (Galbrun and Miettinen [2012b] provide a full explanation), and proceed to explain our two novel CART-based algorithms in more detail in Section 5.2.

5.1. The Greedy Approach

Building on the work of Gallo et al. [2008], Galbrun and Miettinen [2012b] designed a greedy algorithm called ReReMi using efficient on-the-fly discretization to extend redescription mining to categorical and numerical variables. The queries ReReMi builds can be parsed in linear order, without trees, with every variable allowed to appear only once. They constitute a subset of Boolean formulae that provides a good compromise between expressive power, difficulty of search, and interpretability.

Yet, the search space remains exponential and we resort to heuristic pruning. We use a strategy similar to beam-search to explore the solution space. The basic idea is to construct queries bottom-up, starting from singleton redescriptions (i.e. both queries contain only one literal) and progressively extending them by appending operators and literals. After evaluating all possible one-step extensions, we select the best candidates and extend them in turn. This process stops when no new redescription can be generated. Redescriptions with too high \( p \)-value can be filtered out during the search. We exploit some simple observations to make the computation of accuracy more efficient, allowing faster evaluation of the candidates, which is particularly important for an interactive tool.

Owing to this beam-search-like behavior, ReReMi is an any-time algorithm. The intermediate redescriptions explored during the search are returned at each step. This way, the user is able to see the candidates present in the beam and might stop the extension process if he wishes. The possibility to remove a candidate from the beam, cutting off a less promising branch from the search, remains to be implemented.

5.2. The Tree-based Approach

Decision tree induction [Quinlan 1986] presents an alternative approach for mining redescriptions. This idea was originally introduced by Ramakrishnan et al. [2004]. Our algorithms, however, differ from the existing ones both in their inner working and in their capabilities. Indeed, unlike existing tree-based methods, the family of algorithms based on decision tree induction that we propose can handle non-binary data and scale well. As evidenced by our experiments, they allow to find intuitive and accurate redescriptions that, importantly, generalize well to unseen data.

More specifically, our approach consists in growing two trees in opposite directions, gradually increasing their depth and matching their leaves. We use classification and regression trees (CART) [Breiman et al. 1984] for this purpose, but any other approach to induce decision trees can be exploited as well.

Growing Trees. Our input is a pair of data matrices and we use Boolean, categorical or sparse numerical variables to initialize our procedure. Specifically, the initialization of the algorithm requires a binary target vector for building the first tree. Boolean variable columns directly provide such binary vectors. Each categorical variable can be turned into as many binary target vectors as it has categories, by considering membership in each category separately. Finally, sparse numerical variables also provide binary target vectors by considering zero vs. non-zero entries. The vector of predictions output at one step is then used as the target vector when growing a tree over attributes from the other side during the next step, in alternating iterations. Without loss of generality and for simplicity of exposition, we assume that the initialization variable is from the left-hand side, so that the first tree will be induced over the right-hand side variables.
**Input:** A pair of data matrices \((D_L, D_R)\), an initialization variable \(v_i \in V_L\), and max depth \(\kappa\).

**Output:** A redescription \(R = (q_L, q_R)\).

1: \(\tau_L \leftarrow \text{initialize the target with } v_i\)
2: \(\text{for } k \leftarrow \{1..\kappa\} \text{ do} \)
3: \(T_R \leftarrow \text{induce tree over } D_R \text{ with target } \tau_L \text{ and depth } k\)
4: \(\tau_L \leftarrow \text{extract classification vector from } T_R\)
5: \(T_L \leftarrow \text{induce tree over } D_L \text{ with target } \tau_R \text{ and depth } k\)
6: \(\tau_R \leftarrow \text{extract classification vector from } T_L\)
7: \(\text{end for}\)
8: \(q_L \leftarrow \text{extract query from positive branches of } T_L\)
9: \(q_R \leftarrow \text{extract query from positive branches of } T_R\)
10: \(\text{return } (q_L, q_R)\)

Fig. 12. The SplitT algorithm.

This procedure continues to alternate between growing trees over either side of the data, until one of the following three stopping conditions is met: 

- **i)** no tree can be induced with the given parameters, 
- **ii)** the maximal tree depth chosen by the user is reached, or 
- **iii)** the prediction vector obtained from the new tree is identical to the one previously obtained on that side, in other words, the tree growing procedure has reached a fixed point.

A tunable parameter, \(l_{\text{min}}\), controls the minimum number of entities allowed in any leaf of the tree. It allows us to combat overfitting and terminate the tree induction earlier.

We present two algorithms which follow the process described above but differ in their strategy for growing trees.

**The SplitT Algorithm.** Our first algorithm grows a new classification tree at each iteration while progressively increasing their depth. An outline of the SplitT algorithm is shown in Figure 12. As explained above, a variable \(v_i \in V_L\) is initially used to provide a target vector to induce a tree over the variables on the other side, i.e. over the matrix \(D_R\). This first iteration produces a tree of depth one with two leaves, which are labelled according to the majority class of the entities they contain, one positive and one negative. The corresponding binary prediction vector for the entities is then used as a target vector to grow a new tree over \(D_R\), this time of depth two. In turn, the prediction vector is used as a target to learn a tree of depth two over \(D_R\) from scratch, and so on.

**The LayeredT Algorithm.** Our second algorithm grows trees layer by layer instead of building a new tree from scratch in each iteration. One layer is added to the current candidate tree by appending a new decision tree of depth one to each of its branches, each of which is learnt independently from the others. An outline of the LayeredT algorithm is shown in Figure 13.

**Extracting Redescriptions.** At the end of the alternating process, we obtain a pair of decision trees, over either sets of variables. The extraction of a redescription from such a pair of decision trees is illustrated in Figure 14. It works as follows. Each leaf corresponds to the set of entities that satisfy the conditions specified along the branch leading up to it (this relation is represented by grey arrows leading from the leaves, on both sides, to the entities, in the middle). Each leaf is labelled as belonging either to the positive or the negative class according to the majority label (from the last round of tree induction) among the entities associated to the leaf. This way, the trees are matched by their leaves through the common entities.

From either tree we obtain a query over the variables from that side characterizing the positive class. One literal is constructed for each node of the decision tree using the associated splitting variable and threshold. Then, literals leading to the positive leaves
**Input:** A pair of data matrices \((D_L, D_R)\), an initialization variable \(v_i \in V_L\), and max depth \(\kappa\).

**Output:** A redescription \(R = (q_L, q_R)\).

1. \(\tau_L \leftarrow \) initialize the target with \(v_i\).
2. \(T_R^{(1, \emptyset)} \leftarrow \) induce tree over \(D_R\) with target \(\tau_L\) and depth 1
3. \(\tau_L \leftarrow \) extract classification vector from \(T_R\)
4. \(T_L^{(1, \emptyset)} \leftarrow \) induce tree over \(D_L\) with target \(\tau_R\) and depth 1
5. \(\tau_R \leftarrow \) extract classification vector from \(T_L\)
6. for \(k \leftarrow \{2, \ldots, \kappa\}\) do
   7. for each leaf \(\ell\) of \(T_L\) do
      8. \(T_L^{(k, \ell)} \leftarrow \) induce tree over the subset of \(D_R\) contained in \(\ell\) with target \(\tau_L\) and depth 1
   9. for each leaf \(\ell\) of \(T_R\) do
      10. \(T_R^{(k, \ell)} \leftarrow \) induce tree over the subset of \(D_L\) contained in \(\ell\) with target \(\tau_R\) and depth 1
   11. end for
   12. \(\tau_R \leftarrow \) extract classification vector from the right-hand side trees at level \(k, T_R^{(k, \ast)}\)
  13. end for
  14. \(\tau_L \leftarrow \) extract classification vector from the right-hand side trees at level \(k, T_L^{(k, \ast)}\)
  15. end for
  16. \(q_L \leftarrow \) extract query from positive branches of stacked trees \(T_L^{(*, \ast)}\)
  17. \(q_R \leftarrow \) extract query from positive branches of stacked trees \(T_R^{(*, \ast)}\)
  18. return \((q_L, q_R)\)

Fig. 13. The LayeredT algorithm.

Fig. 14. Extraction of a redescription from a pair of matched trees. On either side, the tree represents a succession of tests on some variables’ values (represented as square nodes) and leading to a classification decision (represented as circular leaf nodes). The label (positive or negative) assigned by the tree to each entity is represented as a circle (filled or empty, respectively). The support obtained when matching the trees is shown at the center using the color code as in other visualizations. Finally, the branches leading to positive leaf nodes, which participate in the queries, are highlighted in yellow.

(highlighted in yellow in the schema) are combined into a query, using conjunctions (\(\land\)) to combine literals within one branch and disjunctions (\(\lor\)) to combine different branches.

The output of our algorithms consists of the collected redescriptions over all induced tree pairs.
6. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We now turn to the empirical evaluation of the algorithms. We start by studying how well the proposed tree-based algorithms work on finding planted redescriptions and evaluating the interpretability of the results (Section 6.2). We then investigate how well the results from different redescription mining algorithms (the tree-based ones, ReReMi, and CARTwheels) generalize to unseen data (Section 6.3). Finally, we evaluate the scalability of Siren's multi-threaded redescription mining framework (Section 6.4). But first, let us introduce the real-world datasets used in this section.

6.1. Datasets

Our first dataset, Bio, is the dataset used in the bioclimatic niche-finding task (see Section 2). The entities represent geographic areas of Europe, the left-hand side records the presence of various mammal species [Mitchell-Jones et al. 1999] while the right-hand side consists of bioclimatic variables, that is, monthly average rainfall and monthly average, minimum, and maximum temperatures [Hijmans et al. 2005] (number of entities \(|E| = 2575\), number of left-hand side variables \(|V_L| = 194\), and number of right-hand side variables \(|V_R| = 48\)).

To allow experiments with the CARTwheels algorithm, we extract a subset of this data, which we denote as BioS, by selecting only areas from Northern Europe, namely areas located at latitudes between 50 and 71° North, and keeping only the average monthly temperatures and rainfall (\(|E| = 1271\), \(|V_L| = 194\), and \(|V_R| = 24\)).

To demonstrate the scalability of our algorithms, we consider a dataset similar to Bio but spanning the entire globe rather than only Europe. This Globe dataset contains the same set of bioclimatic variables as Bio and all terrestrial mammals from the IUCN Red List spatial data [IUCN 2014]. The alignment of the two data sets was done by Lawing et al. [2016]. The resulting dataset is significantly larger than Bio, having \(|E| = 54013\), \(|V_L| = 4754\), and \(|V_R| = 48\).

The Cover dataset is another large dataset, with more than half a million entities, but with only a few dozen variables. It comes from the UCI Machine Learning repository.8 Entities once again represent geographic areas. As the right-hand side variables, we consider the wilderness area, soil type, and cover type variables and keep the other variables such as elevation and slope on the left-hand side (\(|E| = 581012\), \(|V_L| = 10\), and \(|V_R| = 45\)).

Finally, the DBLP dataset is extracted from the popular computer science bibliography database.9 The entities are researchers and one side records the co-authorship graph, while the other side records the number of their publications in each of the major conferences considered (\(|E| = 2345\), \(|V_L| = 2345\), and \(|V_R| = 19\)).

6.2. Behavior of the tree-based algorithms

Finding Planted Redescriptions. Before tackling these real-world datasets, we tested our algorithms on synthetic data where we planted redescriptions corrupted by noise.

We generated synthetic datasets in which we hid redescriptions to assess whether our algorithms are able to recover them, following a procedure similar to that of Galbrun and Miettinen [2012b]. Specifically, we generated binary matrices with 300 entities (rows) and 10 variables (columns) and planted a query involving three variables in each of them so as to obtain pairs of datasets containing a perfectly accurate redescription supported by 30 to 50 entities. We then added random noise with densities ranging between 0.01 and 0.1 and which could either be destructive (i.e. potentially reducing the accuracy of the planted redescription) or not. The data on one side of these synthetic

8https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Covertype
9http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/~ley/db/
pairs of matrices was turned into real values by substituting zeros and ones by values sampled uniformly at random from the intervals $[0, 0.25]$ and $[0.75, 1]$ respectively.

Both algorithms behaved as expected, recovering the planted redescriptions with the lowest noise densities and returning redescriptions with better accuracy than the planted ones under higher levels of noise, because more accurate redescriptions can be incidentally created as a result of inserting noise.

Quality of the redescriptions. To further explore the behavior of our algorithms, this time on real-world data, we conducted experimental runs with both our algorithms while varying their parameters. In particular, we used either the Gini coefficient or the information gain as the impurity measure for learning the decision trees and set the minimum number of entities per leaf, $l_{\text{min}}$, to 1, 5, 10 or 50. In all these experiments, we considered versions of the datasets which consist of a Boolean side and a numerical side and used the variables from the Boolean side of the data ($V_L$) to initialize the tree algorithms.

On the Bio dataset, both algorithms always returned statistically significant redescriptions ($p$-value $< 0.01$). All other conditions being equal, using the Gini coefficient as impurity measure with SplitT resulted in slightly deeper trees and, consequently, in longer redescriptions. Using the information gain produced more duplicate redescriptions for both algorithms.

We present examples of redescriptions mined by our algorithms from the Bio dataset. The LayeredT algorithm with information gain and $l_{\text{min}} = 50$ found the following redescription of accuracy $J = 0.691$ and support $|E_{1,1}| = 663$:

$$q_L = (\text{Kuhl’s pipistrelle} \land \neg \text{Alpine marmot}) \lor (\neg \text{Kuhl’s pipistrelle} \land \text{house mouse} \land \neg \text{common shrew})$$

$$q_R = ([t3+ < 11.05] \lor [6.375 \leq t3 \sim t3] \land [3.55 \leq t1+]) \lor ([11.05 \leq t3+] \land [-3.95 \leq t2-])$$

The SplitT algorithm with Gini coefficient and $l_{\text{min}} = 20$ found the following redescription of accuracy $J = 0.865$ and support $|E_{1,1}| = 1716$:

$$q_L = (\text{mountain hare} \land \text{wild boar} \land \neg \text{European snow vole}) \lor (\neg \text{mountain hare})$$

$$q_R = ([t5 \sim < 10.35] \land [t7+ < 13.45]) \lor ([10.35 \leq t5 \sim] \land [13.55 \leq t6 \sim])$$

The corresponding tree diagrams are shown respectively in Figure 5 (left) and Figure 8.

Comparison of SplitT and ReReMi on the Globe data. We use the Globe dataset to highlight some differences between the typical results obtained using the SplitT and ReReMi algorithms. Particularly, in this data, the results given by SplitT explained small numbers of entities, while ReReMi returned redescriptions with very high support. One type of result is not, per se, better than the other, but they do highlight the differences in the way the algorithms work. We would also like to emphasize that restricting the minimum or maximum support would allow the user to steer the algorithms towards redescriptions with more (or fewer) entities in the support sets. Here, we used 15 and 500 as the minimum sizes of $E_{1,1}$ and $E_{0,0}$ respectively.

We present two example redescriptions in Figure 15. The redescription returned by SplitT has $|E_{1,1}| = 23$, concentrating on the west coast of India. It describes the area where the lesser woolly horseshoe bat lives but neither the dusky leaf-nosed bat nor the Bengal fox are observed. Notably the right-hand side query $q_R$ uses only precipitation variables.

The right-hand side example of Figure 15 is obtained with ReReMi and has a significantly larger support of $|E_{1,1}| = 10875$. It describes the areas inhabited either by the Eurasian or Canada lynx as the areas where March’s maximum temperature is between $-24.4\degree C$ and $3.4\degree C$. These are but two examples of redescriptions found from
Fig. 15. Example redescriptions obtained from the Globe data with SplitT (left) and ReReMi (right). The maps use the Mollweide projection and the left one is restricted between the equator and the latitude 60° north and east from the prime meridian.

Table I. Accuracy of redescriptions. We report the number of redescriptions mined (#), the average accuracy (Jaccard coefficient, J) in the training data and overall as well as the average of the ratio between the accuracy in the training set and overall (± standard deviation).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>J training</th>
<th>J overall</th>
<th>J ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bio</td>
<td>SplitT</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>0.87 (±0.09)</td>
<td>0.86 (±0.09)</td>
<td>0.98 (±0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LayeredT</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>0.61 (±0.17)</td>
<td>0.61 (±0.17)</td>
<td>0.99 (±0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ReReMi</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.88 (±0.04)</td>
<td>0.58 (±0.22)</td>
<td>0.66 (±0.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CARTwheels</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>0.87 (±0.07)</td>
<td>0.87 (±0.07)</td>
<td>0.99 (±0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bio</td>
<td>SplitT</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>0.82 (±0.12)</td>
<td>0.81 (±0.12)</td>
<td>0.99 (±0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LayeredT</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>0.49 (±0.20)</td>
<td>0.49 (±0.20)</td>
<td>1.01 (±0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ReReMi</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>0.92 (±0.04)</td>
<td>0.55 (±0.27)</td>
<td>0.59 (±0.30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBLP</td>
<td>SplitT</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0.75 (±0.19)</td>
<td>0.70 (±0.17)</td>
<td>0.94 (±0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LayeredT</td>
<td>577</td>
<td>0.13 (±0.07)</td>
<td>0.12 (±0.07)</td>
<td>0.96 (±0.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ReReMi</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.36 (±0.05)</td>
<td>0.06 (±0.04)</td>
<td>0.18 (±0.15)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.3. Generalization to unknown

As we argued in Section 4.3, testing how well the results generalize to unseen data is an important step in preventing the user from being carried away by the power of the interactive mining tool. Besides, generalizability is of course a very desirable feature for any data analysis result, irrespective of how it was obtained. Given that the different redescription mining algorithms find very different types of queries (trees versus the linearly parseable queries of ReReMi) and find them in different ways, it is not clear how well the results of the different methods generalize.

We compared the redescriptions obtained with the SplitT and LayeredT algorithms proposed in this article, to those returned by the ReReMi algorithm (see Section 5.1) and the CARTwheels algorithm [Ramakrishnan et al. 2004] (implementations provided by the authors).
To study the ability of the redescriptions to generalize to unseen data, we selected 80% of the entities, mined redescriptions from this training set, then assessed their accuracy on the full original datasets.

For the DBLP dataset, entities were split at random between training set and hold-out set. For Bio and BioS, we had to take into account the north–south trends in climate data. Predicting conditions in northern areas with data from southern ones (or vice versa) is unlikely to succeed. Hence we sampled longitudinal stripes, and the hold-out set consisted of all points lying (roughly) on the sampled longitudes (in total 20% of observations were held out).

With Bio and BioS, we set the minimum support to 200 and the maximum support to 1800 (with DBLP, to 5 and 1300 respectively) and the maximum p-value to 0.05 for all algorithms and all datasets.

The CARTwheels algorithm was able to handle only the BioS data, running out of memory with the other datasets. As CARTwheels also requires fully binary data, we discretized the climate data on BioS. We tested various techniques, and the results we report here are based on segmenting each numerical variable into 4 segments, as this gave the best results among all of the tested methods.

Statistics for this experiment are reported in Table I. As our goal is to find redescriptions that hold well in the unseen data, we measure the quality of the generalization using the average ratio of the accuracy of the redescriptions in the training data to their accuracy in the full data. If this ratio is substantially below 1, we conclude that the redescriptions did not generalize well.

On BioS, SplitT and CARTwheels achieve essentially the same quality, both returning high-accuracy redescriptions that generalize well. CARTwheels’ larger number of redescriptions is due to the fact that it returned multiple almost-identical redescriptions. LayeredT also reported redescriptions that generalize well, although their overall accuracy was lower than with the other methods, while ReReMi apparently overfitted. On Bio, we observe similar behaviors from SplitT, LayeredT, and ReReMi (CARTwheels could not be used on this data) as in BioS, with SplitT giving the best overall results.

On the DBLP data, SplitT is the only algorithm returning results that are accurate and also generalize well, although most of its redescriptions had lower supports than the redescriptions returned by the other methods: LayeredT returns redescriptions with very low accuracy, and while ReReMi’s accuracy is better on the training data, it again overfits and has very low generalizability.

6.4. Scalability

In our final experiment, we studied how well Siren’s parallel redescription mining framework scales to multiple processors. Recall from Section 4.4 that Siren can distribute the computation of the initial pairs and of candidate expansions to different threads. Meanwhile, the main thread collects the redescriptions produced and filters them. This adds some overhead to the otherwise embarrassingly parallel workload, and the purpose of the experiments in this section is to study the effects of that overhead.

In this experiment, we use five datasets. The first two are variants of the DBLP dataset with both sides consisting of either Boolean or numerical variables, respectively. The next two datasets are the full Bio and the Globe datasets, both with Boolean variables on one side and numerical variables on the other. The last one is the Cover dataset, with numerical variables on one side and mostly Boolean variables on the other. We applied the ReReMi and SplitT algorithms on each dataset in turn, with 1, 2, 4 and 8 threads, while limiting the number of candidates expanded to 500 for all but the Globe dataset, which contains a large number of variables and for which we thus set this threshold to 1000.
Figure 16 shows the running times for applying the ReReMi algorithm with an increasing number of threads. The top row of plots shows the total running time and the running time for generating initial pairs (purple and blue curves respectively) with the respective standard deviation intervals. The bottom row of plots shows the running time per candidate expansion as a function of the index of the candidate in the processing queue, averaged over a sliding window of 15 candidates, from using a single thread (green curve) to using 8 threads (red curve).

Figure 17. Running times for the SplitT algorithm with increasing numbers of threads. The top row of plots shows the total running time with standard deviation interval. The bottom row of plots shows the running time per candidate expansion as a function of the index of the candidate in the processing queue, averaged over a sliding window of 15 candidates, from using a single thread (green curve) to using 8 threads (red curve).
hand, shows the running time per candidate expansion as a function of the index of the candidate, that is, depending at which stage of the algorithm execution the candidate is handled. The green curve corresponds to using a single thread and the red curve to using 8 threads, with intermediate cases in between. To remove minor variations, we averaged these values with a sliding window of 15 candidates.

Similarly, Figure 17 shows the running times for applying the SplitT algorithm with an increasing number of threads. Note that in this case, we do not report the running times for computing the initial target vectors. This is because this computation, done for each suitable variable separately, is already very efficient and therefore not distributed.

In Figure 16 we notice that increasing the number of threads clearly speeds up the mining process overall. As could be expected, however, the benefits of adding new threads tend to diminish as the number of threads increases. Looking at the running time per candidate we can see a trend, most noticeable for the Boolean DBLP and the Globe datasets, where later candidates require more time than earlier ones. This is mainly due to the filtering performed by the main thread, which requires to compare the newly built redescription to previously retained results. As the mining advances, the number of those results increases and the filtering becomes slower. For the initial pairs, using two threads rather than only one requires to divide the task without adding much computing power, hence the latter is actually more efficient. This can be reversed by adding further threads. An important benefit of using multiple threads is that the first initial pairs can already start being expanded and redescriptions obtained before the initial pair computation completes. Hence, the first results can be returned much earlier to the user.

This is particularly visible with the Globe dataset (see Figure 16, top row, second column on the right) where the number of variable pairs is very large and their computation takes up a major part of the runtime. In fact, with two threads the expansion of 1000 candidates pairs completes before all variables pairs have been tested. In this case, the initial pair generation is interrupted to avoid generating pairs needlessly. On the plot, we indicate with a cross the runtime of the full initial pair generation when using two threads. Depending on cases, it could be interesting to distribute the load of initial pairs generation and candidates expansion differently among the available threads.

Having multiple threads is even more useful with the Cover dataset (see Figure 16, top row, first column on the right). There, the computation of initial pairs is very fast, since the number of variables is small, but the computation of individual expansions is quite demanding, due to the very large number of entities. Therefore, computing the candidates in a distributed fashion is very beneficial.

When applying the SplitT algorithm on the Bio dataset, the number of initial vectors is limited by the number of Boolean variables, hence there are only few candidates to grow, the computation completes quickly, and the addition of threads does not help much, if at all. For both variants of the DBLP dataset, however, this is not the case and the effect of adding threads is similar to the one observed with the ReReMi algorithm. For the Boolean variant, we see a clear drop in the running time per candidate after about the first 300 candidates. This is because the candidates are processed starting with the most promising ones, at some point the candidates cease to produce expansions of acceptable quality and the growing procedure is cut short.

Similarly, with the Cover dataset the SplitT algorithm has very few candidates to expand (at most one per variable) and hence distributing their computation comes with a high overhead but no benefit at all.

In summary, we observed that the use of multiple processors can produce substantial speed-ups in many cases and especially with the ReReMi algorithm, so that the overall mining only requires half of the time needed with a single thread or even less. Clearly, this helps improve the responsiveness of Siren.
7. DISCUSSION AND RELATED WORK

In this section, we first briefly point out some earlier interactive data mining tools. We then discuss issues regarding the manipulation of sets of redescriptions, the selection of good patterns, provenance and sensemaking, meanwhile providing directions for future work.

7.1. Existing tools for interactive pattern mining

The Knowledge Factory, presented by Webb [1996] as a knowledge acquisition environment, has possibly been the first attempt to design an interface for a data mining task, in this case association rule learning. A more recent notable example is the KNIME system [Berthold et al. 2009], allowing users to build data analysis workflows. Paurat et al. [2014] presented a method for interactively creating 2D embeddings, while MIME [Goethals et al. 2011] is a tool for interactive and visual pattern mining. Apolo [Chau et al. 2011] and TourViz [Chau et al. 2012], on the other hand, are both dedicated to the interactive analysis of graphs. Very recently, Mihelčić and Šmuc [2016] proposed InterSet, a tool for the interactive exploration of sets of redescriptions.

7.2. Handling sets of redescriptions

InterSet [Mihelčić and Šmuc 2016] provides visualizations and an interface for working with sets of redescriptions. Incorporating a similar capability to Siren would be useful, as well. The ability to visualize and compare several redescriptions is important for exploring the results of full and partial automated mining, for supporting the process of redundancy filtering, as well as when tuning the settings and examining the effect of different constraints.

In particular, redescription mining often suffers from redundant results, where many redescriptions describe the same phenomenon. Redundancy filters can be used to automatically weed through a list of redescriptions and select non-redundant ones based on support and variables overlap. Highlighting differences in supports using projections, and differences in conditions on the variables using parallel coordinate plots, would support the understanding of these filters. Recent work by Kalofolias et al. [2016] presents an approach for computing how surprising a redescription is given the already-seen redescriptions; if some redescription is not sufficiently surprising, it can be considered redundant and removed.

In addition, at a higher level, contrasting the statistics of different collections of redescriptions would also facilitate the comparison of results obtained under different constraints, with some areas emphasized, with some variables enabled or disabled, and so on, thereby allowing to better understand the effect of different parameterizations.

7.3. Pattern selection and associated pitfalls

Recently, research interest has arisen at the crossroads of interactive data mining and pattern selection [Boley et al. 2013; van Leeuwen 2014; Miettinen 2014].

At the heart of interactive data mining is the user’s ability to tell the algorithm that he wants more or less of a certain type of results. In principle, this is not a problem in Siren: the user could simply select a redescription he wants to remove from the beam search or to extend further. The problem, however, is that there can be (and usually are) other, similar redescriptions that the user might also want to remove or extend. He can do that manually, of course, but with large numbers of redescriptions, the process becomes unbearably tedious very soon.

A solution to this problem would be to remove (or extend) all similar redescriptions. But how should similarity be defined? To give an example, consider a case where the user finds a redescription saying that the area where the polar bear lives is the area
with January's mean temperature below $-20^\circ C$, in other words, polar bears live in a cold climate. This is hardly a surprising result, and the user might want to remove it (and other similar results) from the search. But we can characterize the cold areas using other variables than just January's mean temperature, so it is not enough to just stop extending any redescription with the polar bear and January's mean temperature in it. Also, we cannot just remove all the redescriptions with the polar bear – that could remove some very interesting redescriptions, too. Finally, we could consider the area in which the redescription holds. But even that leaves a lot to be hoped for: If we remove all redescriptions that contain that area, we probably remove too many redescriptions, but if we instead remove redescriptions contained in the area, we probably miss most of the redescriptions we should remove.

The problem of removing and extending similar redescriptions is closely related to that of redundancy reduction. There are often multiple redescriptions that represent the same phenomenon (think of the polar bear living in cold areas), and ideally, we would like to present only one of them to the user. In other words, we do not want to present to the user any redescription that does not add any (or add only marginally) new information over the redescriptions he has already seen. But as with deciding which redescription is similar to a selected one, also quantifying the redundancy between redescriptions is a difficult problem.

The goal of data mining is to find new and interesting information from the data. In interactive data mining in general, and with the tools discussed in this paper in particular, the user can guide the data mining method towards the results he prefers. This raises new problems. First, we have to control that the data supports the results the user finds and second, we must be careful that the user actually finds new information, not just the information he already knew.

The first problem, making sure that the obtained results are supported by the data, is ages old in sciences. In short, it is the question of testing the significance of a hypothesis, and there is a vast body of statistical literature tackling it. Our proposed algorithms mitigate the problem by computing a $p$-value, but as it is based on a fixed null hypothesis, it is not adequate in every case.

The second problem is more conceptual: Taken to an extreme, the interactivity removes the data mining from the interactive data mining. If the user more or less directly tells the algorithm the redescription he wants to see, the Siren program turns into a mere plotting interface. Even on the less extreme case, the user can easily (and unwittingly) guide the algorithm towards the kind of results he wanted to see. Together with the fact that we can only check against a fixed null hypothesis, this causes a considerable risk of false findings. The onus is on the user to make sure he does not misuse the tool.

### 7.4. Provenance and sensemaking

The term 'sensemaking' denotes the process by which the user of a visual tool makes sense of information presented to him. Originating in concepts developed in the cognitive sciences, recent works aim at studying and modeling this workflow, in order to adapt interactive tools to better support it [Endert et al. 2014a; Endert et al. 2014b; Sun et al. 2014; Pienta et al. 2015].

In the context of data analytics, ‘provenance’ has been used to refer to the history of changes made to the data and interactions with the interface that occur during the sensemaking process [Ragan et al. 2016]. Authors have argued that better logging could help elucidate the sensemaking process [Guo et al. 2016] and improve the analytics tools [Alspaugh et al. 2014].

Indeed, when interpreting a redescription, one should bear in mind the assumptions attached to it. For example, whether some variables were disabled or whether the focus
was put on some area when it was generated. Hence, keeping track of the constraints used when mining a redescription is essential. However, if the user is allowed to stop the extension process, modify the constraints, and resume the search, this might be fairly intricate and interpretation of the results become impossible.

Recording the interaction history would provide a logging mechanism that would support provenance, by keeping track of the operations applied to the data, and of the settings that gave rise to the results. Furthermore, in order to support the sensemaking process, the tool should support annotation in order to keep track of the thought path during the analysis. For example, this could be achieved by generating annotable screenshots of the current window of interest, and by adding comments to the interaction history and macros. Organizing the history and macros into blocks would help to further clarify the logical structure of the analysis. In addition, with the ability to link to objects in the current environment – such as redescriptions, groups of entities, or literals – these could be explicitly related to each other. Exporting and importing easily such annotations and macros is a very important feature to support collaboration and deferred interpretation of the results.

Currently, as a preliminary solution, a history of edits made to redescriptions is kept in the form of a list of intermediate results. Also, the active settings can be saved alongside the data and results in dedicated archives, but nothing guarantees that all the results in the archive were obtained with the stored settings. Clearly, much work remains to be done in this direction. To be relevant, such features should best be developed in close collaboration with a community of users of the tool, a development process that comes with its own set of challenges.

8. CONCLUSION

Our contributions in this work are two-fold. On one hand, we presented the Siren tool for interactive and visual redescription mining. On the other hand, we also presented two new algorithms for redescription mining based on decision tree induction. Siren provides a framework to which new visualizations and redescription mining algorithms can be added easily. Its state-of-the-art features, such as linked and interactive visualizations, have proven to be very useful in practice. The new tree-based algorithms are capable of finding different types of redescriptions compared to our older ReReMi algorithm. Subjectively, the redescriptions found with these methods are not clearly superior to those found with ReReMi, but our experiments indicate that the tree-based methods are capable of finding redescriptions that generalize better to unseen data.

Further work is needed to properly assess the usefulness of the various visualizations in Siren, either via a controlled study, or by gathering user experiences from real-world use cases. The users’ ability to control the mining process is somewhat limited, and a possibility to indicate a preference (or lack thereof) toward a particular type of results could open up new interaction methods, as we argued in the previous section. In general, the current redescription mining algorithms find large redescriptions sets, while it is probably preferable to aim at finding a good set of redescriptions instead.
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